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Things to know: 

1. We study the Edexcel Politics course 

2. The exam board website can be found at: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/
qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/politics-2017.html 

3. The course is split into three papers: Paper 1 – UK Politics; Paper 2 – UK Government; 
Paper 3 - Global Politics. We study Papers 1 and 2 in Y12. 

4. Each exam is 2 hours long. 

5. You will need to hand in your work during your first lesson back in September. 

6. If you need any help you can contact me via e-mail hno@chiswickschool.org  

To become a good student of Politics you need to be up to date with current affairs. What 
are those politicians up to? What have they been saying in Parliament or on Twitter? 

Task 1: Follow the link to the Google doc (you will need to use your school login) and read 
and complete the whole Intro to Politics course: https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1mnKMAXVh-fxQ0f9kdJ1eT6N_o2LEFpWnsgULaLHKzIs/edit 

Task 2: Read the David Smith - Parliament Change and Continuity article attached at the 
end and complete a Politics Pre-Reading sheet like the one below. Also create a timeline of 
key parliamentary developments.
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Title of article/Book name and page numbers: Author and date: 

Main points from text (try turning each paragraph from the text into 
a one to two sentence summary/include diagrams): 

Key words & brief 
definitions:

Synoptic links - which 
other topics does this link 
to and how? 

Follow-up questions? 

Task 3: THINKING ABOUT ELECTIONS 

Read the two boxes below and answer the questions that follow 

42.4% of voters in the United Kingdom voted for the Conservative Party at the 2017 General 
Election on a turnout of 68.7% 

56.8% of Londoners voted for Sadiq Khan to be Mayor of London in 2016 on a turnout of 
45.3%.  

TURNOUT: is the percentage of the people eligible to vote who actually cast their vote on 
Election Day. 

NOTE: Theresa May became Prime Minister because she was the leader of the party that 
got the largest number of votes. She was not directly elected as PM. 

1. Who was given more right to govern by the people; Sadiq Khan or Theresa May? 

2. Why do you think so many of the electorate do not turnout to vote? 



 

Task 4: General Election 2019

Find out the % vote each party received 
in the 2019 election. Compare it to the 
results in the 2017 election

LABOUR	%		

CONSERVATIVE	%		

LIBERAL	DEMOCRAT	%		

UKIP	%

SNP	%		

GREEN	%		

BNP	%

Task 5: Current number of seats in House of Commons 

How are the 650 seats in the House of Commons divided up amongst the parties? 

PARTY NUMBER OF 
SEATS

% OF SEATS

Something to think about.............. 

• Are you surprised that the % of the vote received is not in proportion to the 
number of seats in Parliament? 

• Who are the winners & losers? Is this a fair system?



                        

DUE CONTACT DETAILS SHOULD HELP 
BE NEEDED

EXPECTED TIME NEEDED TO 
COMPLETE THE TASK

September hno@chiswickschool.org Several months!

Task 6: What do the main parties stand for? Explore the websites of the main three parties.  
Summarise 3-4 of their current policies:

www.libdems.org.uk/ 

www.labour.org.uk 

www.conservatives.com/ 

Task 7: Watch this drama documentary about Brexit: 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/brexit-the-uncivil-war 

STRETCH: If you would like to really stretch yourself and to start thinking about Y13 
Politics material, we suggest this online course as a very tricky summer project!  
https://www.coursera.org/learn/changing-global-order
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Change & Continuity in 17th Century English Parliaments 

David L. Smith provides an overview of parliamentary history 
during the 'century of revolutions'. 

David Smith | Published in History Review Issue 43 September 2002 

King James I of England and VI of Scotland in Parliament, 1608. 

The seventeenth century has long been recognised as a crucial period in the history of English 

Parliaments. For Whig historians, it was a vital stage in England's development towards modern 

parliamentary democracy and constitutional monarchy. In the later nineteenth century, S.R. 

Gardiner called the English Parliament 'the noblest monument ever reared by mortal man'. More 

recently these ideas have been fundamentally challenged, and at the beginning of the twenty-first 

century the old Whig assumptions look decidedly shaky. It nevertheless remains clear that, despite 

evident elements of continuity, the English Parliament was in some ways very different by the end 

of the seventeenth century compared with the beginning. 

In 1603, Parliament still resembled, in broad lines, the institution of the medieval and Tudor 

periods. It remained primarily a mechanism of royal government, part of the apparatus of a 

personal monarchy, rather than a counterbalance to the Crown. The monarch summoned and 

dissolved Parliaments at will, and Parliaments were often referred to as the monarch's High Court 

and Great Council. Parliaments met sporadically - for about 33 months in the 22-year reign of 

James VI and I, for example - and were, 'an event' rather than 'an institution'. By the 1690s, 

however, this picture had changed fundamentally. Parliament met for at least part of every year, 

and was now much more of a permanent institution of government, with far greater financial and 

constitutional controls over the Crown. The monarch could no longer dissolve Parliaments at will, 

and they constituted a far more central and constant political forum than at the beginning of the 

century. 

How, then, had these changes come about, and what was the balance between change and 

continuity in the parliamentary history of this turbulent and dramatic period? 

Changes 

Parliament had evolved from the thirteenth century onwards as part of the machinery of royal 

government, and its dependence on the monarch was reflected in the fact that until 1641 there was 

no serious challenge to the monarch's right to summon and dissolve Parliament at will. The 

Triennial Act of that year marked a departure by requiring the monarch to summon a Parliament 

at least every third year. Consciously designed to prevent any repetition of Charles I's eleven-year 

Personal Rule (1629-40), this Act remained in force until 1664, when it was replaced by a modified 

(and rather weaker) Act. The 1664 Act's lack of teeth was glaringly revealed in 1684 when Charles 
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II failed to summon a Parliament when one was due, and proceeded to govern without Parliament 

for the remaining year of his life. 

In the wake of the Revolution of 1688-9, this situation changed considerably. It is a remarkable 

fact of English history that a Parliament has met for at least part of every year since 1689. There 

were two main reasons for this watershed. The first was the passing of a much more effective 

Triennial Act in 1694. The second, and more important, was that a lengthy period of warfare 

against France during the reigns of William and Mary and then Anne left the Crown utterly 

dependent on parliamentary sources of revenue. Mindful of the disastrous consequences of James 

II's financial independence in the years 1685-88, the parliamentary architects of the Revolution 

Settlement consciously established new fiscal arrangements which left the Crown reliant on 

parliamentary grants. As one member of the Commons, Paul Foley, observed in 1690: 'If you settle 

such a revenue as that the King should have no need of a Parliament, I think we do not our duty to 

them that sent us hither.' William complained that Parliament treated him 'like a dog', but his 

commitment to waging war against Louis XIV left him in no position to refuse the price that 

Parliament exacted. The Crown's financial need was the best guarantee of all for regular 

Parliaments. 

This financial settlement reflected the significantly greater strength which Parliament exercised in 

relation to the Crown by the 1690s. From the early sixteenth century onwards, the statutes passed 

by Crown-in-Parliament had been recognised as the highest form of human positive law in 

England. But the balance of power within the parliamentary trinity of Crown, Lords and Commons 

gradually shifted during the course of the seventeenth century. The 1701 Act of Settlement marked 

a notable curtailing of the monarch's personal freedom when it stipulated that: 'Whosoever shall 

hereafter come to the possession of this crown, shall join in communion with the Church of 

England, as by law established.' By requiring the monarch to be a communicant Anglican, this Act 

ended the potential for the monarch to be suspected of disloyalty towards the established Church, 

a factor which had been a major source of political instability for a century. 

Another interesting symptom of a growing recognition that statute could bind the monarch's 

hands came in the rewording, in 1689, of that most monarchical of ceremonies, the coronation 

service. Whereas James II and his predecessors had sworn to confirm to 'the people of England the 

laws and customs to them granted by the Kings of England', William and Mary took a revised 

coronation oath in which they swore 'to govern the people of this kingdom of England, and the 

dominions thereunto belonging, according to the statutes in Parliament agreed on, and the laws 

and customs of the same'. This rhetorical change emphasised statute law as the creation of Crown-

in-Parliament rather than as something granted by the monarch. 

Just as Parliament could control the monarch's choice of religion, so it could hold the 

government's financial conduct to account. In 1690, the House of Commons established a 

Commission of Public Accounts to monitor the fiscal probity of the Crown and its advisers, and to 



investigate any signs of mismanagement. Linked to this greater accountability was Parliament's 

much tighter control over how the revenues it had voted were actually spent. The 1690s saw the 

firm establishment of the principle of 'appropriation' - briefly but unsuccessfully attempted in 

1624, the mid-1660s and late 1670s - which stipulated that parliamentary supply could only be 

used for the specific purposes for which it had been voted. 

These changes were part of a fundamental overhaul of England's fiscal system that took place 

during the decade after the Revolution of 1688-9. The antiquated arrangements that had existed 

since the fourteenth century were swept away. Instead of the old assumption that the monarch 

should 'live of his own' except in time of emergency, when parliamentary supply might be 

requested, the costs of government and the royal household were henceforth funded by annual 

parliamentary grants of tax revenue known as the Civil List. Mike Braddick has described this as a 

shift from a 'demesne state' to a 'tax state', and it massively increased the financial leverage that 

Parliament was able to bring to bear on the Crown. The proportion of national funds derived from 

non-parliamentary sources fell from 76 per cent in 1626-40 to 10 per cent in 1661-85, and to only 3 

per cent in 1689-1714. The Crown became in effect like any other department of state, financed by 

Parliament. 

There were further signs, too, of Parliament's enhanced standing in relation to the Crown. At the 

beginning of the seventeenth century, the Speaker of the Commons still petitioned the monarch to 

bestow the House's ancient privileges at the start of each new parliamentary session. These 

included the privilege of freedom of speech, and although by the early Stuart period this was 

largely a formality the potential for the issue to cause conflict was resoundingly demonstrated by 

James I's famous quarrel with the Commons in 1621. But by the end of the century the Commons' 

freedom of speech was enshrined in the Bill of Rights (1689). In addition, the Speaker himself 

ceased to be a Crown nominee, as he had been earlier in the century. From 1695 onwards he was in 

effect chosen by the largest party in the Commons, a practice that underlined Parliament's greater 

independence from the monarch. That assertion of autonomy was also evident in the passing, 

during the years 1694-1706, of a series of 'place clauses' tacked on to various revenue bills to 

exclude several thousand office-holders from sitting in Parliament. The 1701 Act of Settlement 

prevented those who held 'an office or place of profit under the King', or received 'a pension from 

the Crown', from sitting in either House of Parliament. These measures were among the earliest 

symptoms of the clearer demarcation between the executive and the legislature which gradually 

developed during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

It was no coincidence that this period also saw the royal veto over legislation lapse into disuse. 

Although used relatively rarely, the veto had given the Stuarts and their predecessors a trump-card 

that they could always invoke as a last resort to block bills of which they disapproved. That veto 

has never been formally abolished and theoretically remains in existence today; but it was last used 

by Queen Anne in 1708 and has not been employed since. 



All these changes amount to saying that by the close of the seventeenth century, Parliament was 

developing a series of legally enforceable means to control the idiosyncrasies and whims of 

individual monarchs. Alongside these constitutional innovations, the character of parliamentary 

politics was also changing markedly. From the early 1680s onwards, and especially after 1688-9, 

the majority of members of both the Lords and the Commons had a clear allegiance to one of two 

major parties, the Whigs and the Tories. These parties, although far less organised and clearly 

defined than modern political parties, nonetheless possessed distinctive attitudes to Church and 

State. The Whigs were committed to greater toleration for dissenters, to parliamentary limitations 

on the Crown, and to the cause of international Protestantism, whereas the Tories defended the 

Crown and the Church against the claims of Parliaments and dissenters, and promoted a foreign 

policy based on England's perceived national interests (a 'blue-water policy') rather than solidarity 

with continental Protestants. The political culture of the 1690s and early 1700s was characterised 

by what has been called the 'rage of party'. This was very different from the much more fluid 

political groupings of early seventeenth-century Parliaments. 

All in all, a member of an early Stuart Parliament, returning to Westminster in the 1690s or 1700s, 

would have found much that had changed. He would, however, also have detected some 

underlying continuities beneath the apparent impression of innovation. It is important not to 

underestimate those elements of continuity. 

Continuities 

In the first place, the social composition of the two Houses had not greatly altered. The Lords still 

comprised the lords spiritual (the two Archbishops and the 24 Bishops), the lords temporal (the 

lay peers), and the 'assistants' (the senior legal officers).    

The main change was the expansion of the lay peerage, from 55 in 1603 to over 150 by the 1690s. 

The Commons had similarly grown in size, from 462 in 1603 to 513 in 1689. Yet it remained 

overwhelmingly a gentry body. In 1603, 50 per cent of members of the Commons were gentry, 

whereas by 1690 the proportion had risen to 60 per cent. The corresponding figures for sons of 

peers (8 per cent in 1603 and 9 in 1690) and lawyers (16 and 15 per cent) were likewise remarkably 

stable. Most of the members of the two Houses thus continued to be drawn from England's landed 

elite. 

At the end of the century, as at the beginning, the majority of members of the Commons were 

'burgesses', representing borough constituencies. The number of knights of the shire, two for each 

county, increased very slightly from 90 in 1603 to 92 in 1689, but it was the increase in burgesses 

from 372 to 421 that accounted for the bulk of the expansion of the Commons. Of these, only 25 

per cent were actually resident in the borough they represented in 1603, a figure that had dropped 

to 18 per cent by 1690. There does, however, seem to have been a growing feeling that a member 

who did not at least live in the same county could not really represent a borough effectively, and 



the proportion of those 'carpet-baggers' who lived outside the county declined from 41 per cent in 

1603 to 18 per cent by 1690. 

For the realm at large, Parliament continued to provide two very important services at the end of 

the century in much the same way as it had at the beginning. First, there was the procedure - 

highly unusual among western European representative assemblies - for obtaining a private Act of 

Parliament. Any individual, corporation, institution or interest group could promote a private Act 

to safeguard its own interests in some way, and such Acts slightly outnumbered public Acts. 

Between 1604 and 1690 Parliaments passed a total of 1,024 Acts, of which 48 per cent were public 

and 52 per cent private. This procedure remained essentially unchanged throughout the 

seventeenth century. 

So too did the role of the House of Lords as the highest court of appeal. Parliament in the 

seventeenth-century was the monarch's 'High Court', located within the Palace of Westminster 

alongside the central law courts such as Chancery, King's Bench, Common Pleas and Exchequer. 

Indeed, there was a marked revival of the Lords' appellate jurisdiction from 1621 onwards. The 

same year also saw the revival of the practice of impeachment, the form of trial in which the 

Commons acted as prosecutors and the Lords as judge and jury. This procedure, which had fallen 

into disuse after 1459, was successfully reintroduced in 1621 against Lord Chancellor Bacon and 

several monopolists, and it was sporadically used or threatened throughout the rest of the century. 

Above all, Parliaments remained a barometer of the wider relationship between the Crown and the 

political elite. Tensions in that relationship were directly reflected in parliamentary proceedings. 

To contemporaries, Crown and Parliament together comprised a single 'body politic', in which 

Parliament served not only as the 'representative of the whole realm' but also as the 'physician for 

the ills of the commonwealth'. Generally, it performed this role successfully, but during Charles I's 

reign the 'distempers' proved so serious that radical surgery - and ultimately dismemberment - had 

to be performed. It is to this radical discontinuity that we now turn. 

Discontinuity 

The events of the 1640s and 1650s in many ways left little permanent trace on Parliament's 

structure as an institution. They were much less significant, at least to outward appearance, than 

the innovations of the decade after 1689. Yet they left a memory that could never be erased, and 

just as later monarchs (in Christopher Hill's graphic phrase) could never forget that they had a 

joint in their necks, so Parliaments could never entirely forget how, in the 1640s, they had 

established themselves as a rival executive to the Crown, passed ordinances that they claimed had 

the force of law even without the royal assent, and caused the monarchy and the Lords to be 

abolished for eleven years. The Interregnum saw a series of parliamentary experiments - the Rump 

Parliament (1649-53), Barebone's Parliament (1653), and the three Protectorate Parliaments 

(1654-5, 1656-8, 1659) - which differed in composition and membership from any others before or 

since. 



None of this survived the Restoration Settlement, which obliterated all constitutional traces of the 

Interregnum. Charles II was declared to have been King from the moment of his father's execution, 

and the Houses of Parliament were restored with the same composition, membership and 

franchise as before the Civil Wars. Yet in any assessment of change and continuity in seventeenth-

century English Parliaments, it is impossible to ignore the revolutionary claims that Parliament 

made for itself in the 1640s. 

These claims marked an extraordinary disjuncture in parliamentary history. In a sense, a civil war 

became feasible when it was possible for the Houses of Parliament to claim, as they did in 1642, 

that they could exercise royal authority on the monarch's behalf. Given that the parliamentary 

trinity exercised legislative sovereignty both at the beginning and the end of the seventeenth 

century, the following claim, from a declaration of the two Houses issued on 6 June 1642, was truly 

revolutionary: 

The High Court of Parliament is not only a court of judicature, enabled by the laws to adjudge 

and determine the rights and liberties of the kingdom, against such patents and grants of His 

Majesty as are prejudicial thereunto ... but it is likewise a council, to provide for the necessities, 

prevent the imminent dangers, and preserve the public peace and safety of the kingdom, and to 

declare the King's pleasure in those things as are requisite thereunto; and what they do herein 

hath the stamp of the royal authority, although His Majesty, seduced by evil counsel, do in his 

own person oppose or interrupt the same; for the King's supreme and royal pleasure is exercised 

and declared in this High Court of law and council, after a more eminent and obligatory manner 

than it can be by personal act or resolution of his own. 

Even more radical was the claim in January 1649, which presaged the trial and execution of 

Charles I, that the Commons could exercise sovereign powers unilaterally, without the consent of 

either the Crown or the Lords. The Commons resolved: 

That the people are, under God, the original of all just power ... that the Commons of England in 

Parliament assembled, being chosen by and representing the people, have the supreme power in 

this nation; and ... that whatsoever is enacted and declared for law by the Commons in 

Parliament assembled has the force of law ... although the consent and concurrence of the King 

and House of Lords be not had thereunto. 

None of these claims ever resurfaced after 1660. They represent not so much a change or a 

continuity as a radical, and temporary, discontinuity. Yet they left behind an indelible memory, for 

supporters and opponents alike, and they lie at the heart of the ideas that made the English 

Revolution possible. 

Conclusion 

Overall, we can sum up by saying that Parliament in 1603 retained strong echoes of its medieval 

and Tudor predecessors, whereas by 1700 it anticipated in a number of ways the Parliaments of the 



eighteenth and later centuries. In a sense, all historical periods are transitional, but in 

parliamentary history these changes mark out the seventeenth century as a watershed of unusual 

importance. At the beginning of that century, Parliament had still been very much an agency of 

royal government and an extension of the conciliar structures surrounding the monarch. At the 

end, by contrast, it was coming to resemble a watchdog over the Crown and a means of limiting the 

monarch's freedom of action. 

Should we be struck more by change or by continuity? Much of the recent work of 'revisionist' 

scholars draws out the continuities from earlier periods, whereas the older Whig accounts tend to 

emphasise change and to highlight the precursors of later developments. Perhaps an 'organic' 

approach, which stresses Parliament's central role in political processes, its key place within the 

legal, financial and legislative working of government, and the benefits that it offered to the Crown, 

the political elite and the nation at large, is likely to prove the most fruitful of all. Parliament 

combined a range of useful functions within a single institution, functions that elsewhere within 

Europe were more typically divided between representative estates and courts of law, and this is 

important in explaining why it endured rather better than many of its early-modern continental 

counterparts. 

Parliament's adaptability and multi-faceted roles, evident throughout its long history, were 

perhaps never more plainly revealed than during the seventeenth century. From that turbulent 

epoch, Parliaments emerged changed and reshaped; and yet that period also demonstrates the 

resilience, flexibility and essential value of Parliaments to both Crown and nation. An examination 

of parliamentary history during the seventeenth century helps to explain both how Parliament 

adapted and how it was able to survive at all. 
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